Pilot Process Overview
We’re excited you want launch a Rhumbix pilot
with your company. To set you up for success,
here is an overview of what to expect during the
pilot. To ensure the pilot is a success we will set
up a weekly pilot meeting to review progress and
see how your team is tracking.

Week 1: Getting Familiar with Rhumbix
Week 2: Digging Deeper into Features
Week 3: Compare Rhumbix vs. Existing Process
Week 4: Run Rhumbix as the Primary

Step 1: Identify a Strong Pilot Project
When selecting your pilot project, you can pick from an in progress project, or a new project starting
up. The project should have foremen and project management staff that are a good representation of
your overall workforce. This will give you a true sense of how Rhumbix will fit in your organization.

Step 2: Pilot Project Scoping & Team Training
Once you have identified the project, we will determine a project start date for the four-week pilot. We
will also identify success criteria and milestones for the pilot for our team and yours to manage
toward.
For preparation and training, there are three training sessions, each 30 minutes.
(A) Field Leaders - First, a session is with your field staff, such as foremen and superintendents,
showing them Rhumbix data entry.
(B) Project Management - Next, a session with the project management team who will be trained
in viewing, editing and approving Rhumbix data.
(C) Payroll Administrators - Finally, a session with your payroll team, where we cover viewing
data and importing to your payroll system.
Step 3: Deliver on Pilot Success

Week 1: Getting Familiar with Rhumbix
During the first week of the pilot everyone works to get familiar with the system. A successful week
entails your Field Leaders logging two or more time cards and the data being viewed by Project
Management using Rhumbix. It’s common to have a lot of questions and process discussions. During
this week and the next, your team will run Rhumbix in parallel with your old time keeping process.
Expectations: The focus of Week 1 is on getting the Field Leaders familiar with the Rhumbix platform.
It’s common for there to be questions around using the app, and as with anything new, there can be a
little frustration. The Rhumbix team will be available throughout to help manage this process.

Week 2: Digging Deeper into Features
The second week the pilot Field Leaders should log their time cards every day. In addition, we expect
them to use the Notes feature to send information and images to the office. After the data is logged
by the Field Leaders, your Project Management should view and approve it in Rhumbix.
Expectations: The focus of Week 2 is on having the Project Management Team regularly checking the
quality and timeliness of information being submitted from the field, a five minute commitment. It’s
common for some questions to come in, but at this point most users are comfortable with the system.

Week 3: Compare Rhumbix vs. Existing Process
During this week, Field Leaders and Project Management should be fully immersed in the system
logging and approving data each day. Payroll Administrators will import Rhumbix data into your
payroll system to test the data flow and compare it against your old process.
Expectations: The focus of Week 3 is get a good side-by-side comparison of Rhumbix versus your old
system. It’s expected that there might be a few discrepancies between the two systems, frequently
due to mid-week edits that were not captured accurately in both systems.
* Early in Week 3, we will also begin digging into the details of a contract with your company so that
we are ready to manage a smooth transition by the end of the pilot.

Week 4: Run Rhumbix as the Primary
The last week of the pilot your team should be using Rhumbix as the primary system in preparation
for moving over to Rhumbix only. We will schedule a few sessions with you and your team to agree
upon a plan for next steps. The overall goal at the end of the pilot is a smooth new process with data
flowing from the field all the way into your payroll system.
Expectations: By this week, your organization should have a clear view of the value provided by
adopting Rhumbix. Your Field Leaders should be Rhumbix advocates and be hesitant to consider
going back to the old way of doing things. The conversation with Rhumbix shift to the details of
transition and implementation.

Pilot Completion: Sign Contract and Begin Company Roll-Out
Overall, we see the Rhumbix pilot as an opportunity to build trust between our two organizations and
demonstrate value to your company in a way that only a deployment on an active project can. The
timeline above has been followed by many organizations to take a big step in the right direction toward
making better decisions and improving project outcomes with better data. At the same time, we
understand that companies can be unique, so if you have questions or concerns about this plan,
please bring them up early in the process. That way, we can work to make sure we are successful
together.
Thanks again for making the choice to be a part of defining the future of construction.

